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This collection of PDF documents is a complete offline copy of the
website keshefacts.org. It contains all the pages and posts from the
beginning until now.
Keshefacts.org was set up to tell the truth about Mehran Tavakoli
Keshe, the head of the Keshe Foundation. He claims to be the
Messiah and to always be correct, but in reality he is a heavy
criminal and cult leader. Through heavy manipulation he has
gathered a cult around him, which is based on a "technology" that
does not work. Keshe uses pseudo-science and false claims to
brainwash people and to slander everyone who disagrees with him.
By using such methods, he has made a lot of money over the years,
and caused a lot of damage.
These PDF's contain a lot of information that Keshe would never tell
anyone, as it is not to his advantage. All the inside information
about Keshe was revealed by people who worked closely with him,
therefore it is the truth. The documents might contain some rough
language as a reaction to Keshe's frequent severe misconduct.
However, we have tried to remain as polite as possible, but humour
and sarcasm are also included.
The PDF's are not perfect, as they were created with a simple "html
to pdf" conversion tool. Please ignore the links on the left side of the
main text of each document, they do not work offline. And
unfortunately, some ads are included at the bottom of some of the
pages. But it isn't about perfection, but about alerting people to the
deceitful methods of the Keshe Foundation.
By the time you read these pages, part of the information presented
might no longer be accurate, due to Keshe's habit of constantly
making changes. But the largest part of this information should still
be valid.
Please inform yourself about this dangerous mind-control cult, and
share this information freely with others who might fall for it.
We wish everyone to be safe and to not be negatively influenced or
harmed by Keshe or his fake "technology".
All the best from us at keshefacts.org. Peace.
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About
This website contains information provided by individuals who have been harmed in any way by Mehran
Tavakoli Keshe. The purpose of this site is to awaken people to the truth.
Whatever is published here, has been written by people who have been close to Mehran Tavakoli Keshe
for many years and have therefore witnessed his version of “proper conduct” first hand.
Contrary to what has been claimed by Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, we do NOT want to stop the Keshe
Foundation or its technology, but just make people aware of the deceitful methods and misconducts of
Mehran Tavakoli Keshe himself.
Calling humans stupid, and attacking, defaming, insulting or accusing innocent people in public in writing
or during live broadcasts, especially those who worked hard for many years to support the Keshe
Foundation, is ethically despicable and shall therefore be shown to the public for them to judge for
themselves. Repeating a lie over and over again does not make it the truth.
If we are being called agents, backstabbers or betrayers because we speak the truth, it only proves us
correct.
HISTORICAL FACTS ABOUT M.T. KESHE AND THE KESHE FOUNDATION
For those who were only recently attracted to the personality of Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, and for those
who believe that Keshe will lead us into a better world and to world peace through his plasma revolution,
here is is a brief history.
From 2005 to 2010 I have helped Keshe in many ways.
1) In 2005, I was introduced to Keshe by Wim Degraeve (who was at that time working at the nano
technology company IMEC in Leuven), with the intention to write international patents for the reactor
technology of M.T. Keshe. This resulted in multiple applications of international patents. However, these
patent applications were never granted or approved by the European Patent Office, since Keshe did not
meet the necessary payment terms.
2) Through this intense co-operation regarding patents we developed a friendship. Keshe called me his
brother and asked my advice in promoting his reactor technology.
3) As a result, I helped Keshe in setting up websites and artwork (logos, photos, illustrations).
4) The same way I helped Keshe in writing and illustrating 3 books.
However, after several years of collaboration, I noticed:

A) that Keshe, during several business calls, was bluffing and telling untruths about the results of his
“tests”.
B) Keshe never paid his debts back to his friends, his suppliers or his landlord.
I also found that Keshe always laid the blame for his failures on someone else, and constantly saw around
him assassination plots and other conspiracies. Keshe however never considered himself to be wrong. It
was always the fault of others. Keshe often says: “I am always correct”.
Because his own prototypes never worked (for example: anti-gravitational flying car, energy generators),
he accused the Belgian government of blocking him in many ways. In short, Keshe suffers from severe
paranoia, and makes up his own fantastic stories.
Keshe was also in constant need of money.
Keshe then suddenly changed his focus on the medical applications, when he renamed his technology to
“plasma technology”. Keshe looked for ill people with cancer or other fatal diseases. Charging them 10,000
Euro or more, Keshe would build by hand medical prototype reactors for their diseases and promise them
healing.
To generate money, Keshe then started giving lectures in Belgium and the Netherlands. He was assisted by
a new team of followers. This way he also sold his books. Big stories were told, for example about an
“imminent” public demonstration of his flying car.
For the above reasons, I took more and more distance from Keshe.
Keshe lived in Tiegem, but because of a Belgian police investigation by the police of Kortrijk, he fled to
Italy. Until the end of 2015, he lived in Bari (Italy). He then tried to move on to Dubai, but returned soon
afterwards, and now lives in Barletta, Italy.
Keshe has an extensive website (www.keshefoundation.org), and since the beginning of 2014, he holds
weekly so-called scientific “teachings” through Livestream.com and other channels.
Keshe presents himself as a quasi-saint and very friendly person, as he revealed in 2014 that he was the
new Messiah, but in reality he is a slick con artist, trying to build his own quasi-scientific cult, similar to
Scientology.
He claims to reveal the scientific secrets of the cosmos and that doing so will bring world peace. With his
medical plasma reactors he claims to be able to do miraculous healings. This is also one of the reasons
(human experimentation and illegal practice of medicine) why Keshe is a criminal suspect in Belgium.
The story of Dirk (the “Red Circle”), Nr. 1 public enemy of humanity:
Over several months I have been the subject of numerous defamation attempts by Keshe through public
video “teachings” on the Internet. In these “teachings”, Keshe tells completely imaginary stories, and
accuses me publicly of being a thief, a murderer, a pedophile, a hacker, a drug dealer, and so on. In the
beginning he called me by my name, but now he calls me the “Red Circle” (or “the Red Circle
pedophiles”). As the alleged leader of the “Red Circle”, I allegedly give instructions to people like King
Albert 2, according to Keshe. Without feeling any remorse, Keshe tells outrageous lies, for example that I
exchanged hundreds of e-mails with a US pedophile, Mr. Sterling Allan, and that Keshe handed those
emails over to the FBI. In reality, I have never mailed with Mr. Sterling Allan.

According to Keshe’s false claims, I am part of a pedophile network which includes former King Albert 2,
certain police officers, lawyers, etc… all people who allegedly want to block his plasma technology because
of greed or on behalf of major companies.
Keshe twists and manipulates facts and pretends to be a very important man or former billionaire, who
knows many political leaders and presidents.
Keshe also claims publicly to have friends in very high places, such as security agencies, including the CIA,
Mossad, and FSB. He can sell his imaginary stories in a credible way. Since he moved to Italy, he has
gathered around him a number of people (the “Core Team”) that may be useful to him, so Keshe involves
them in business deals as partners, or so he tells them. They blindly believe his stories.
For example, Keshe has a former CIA spy, Gordon Duff, as a loyal follower. Gordon Duff owns the “spooks”
news site Veterans Today.
Keshe made a deal with Gordon Duff in connection with the US Keshe Foundation. More specifically,
Gordon Duff, together with another former CIA spook, Mr. Mike Harris, and a former colonel of the US
Special Forces, Col. Hanke, promotes the Keshe plasma technology in the USA mainly at the Pentagon and
in the US Congress. The strategy here is quite simple: the Keshe technology is claimed to be real and of
national interest for USA. Keshe and Duff attempt to obtain huge “black” budgets from the US Congress
with useless technology that was never proven working.
So through Gordon Duff, Keshe is trying to infiltrate the US industrial complex.
Duff has repeatedly posted my name in a slanderous way – in association with pedophile networks – on his
website.
I now consider Keshe to be a paranoid psychopath, who chose me as a scapegoat and as an “enemy of the
human race”, because I exposed his fraud and his lies publicly, among others, on keshefacts.org, and in
several Facebook groups.
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The Keshe Foundation
Introduction to the Keshe Foundation
The Keshe Foundation, headed by NWO agent and self-proclaimed Messiah Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, claims
to be a non-religious, non-political and non-profit spaceship program.
Reality check: This “foundation” is led by a (“non-religious”) Messiah, who works (“non-politically”) “on
the highest level” of politics, talks about (“non-profit”) shareholding and urges several nations to
manufacture a product that has never been shown working. At the same time, according to Keshe, this
product is no longer of importance because everything is about plasma, not about matter.
So “hundreds of thousands” of people at home are now working on a non-working device that is based on
invisible plasma, operated by imaginary mind control, and opposed by imaginary enemies. Besides, this
device has been recalled because of flaws in the production.
In addition to being a “spaceship program” that has never been able to show anything confirmed working
in the past 10 years, the Keshe Foundation is also specializing in hunting down real and imaginary
pedophiles, threatening Belgians, making up lies and slanderous stories about them and passing them on
to formerly credible journalists for publication, (according to Keshe’s own words) breaking into people’s
computers, and boasting to achieve peace through slander and intimidation.
Furthermore, as Keshe confirmed he had been attacked, shot, poisoned, imprisoned, bombed and killed
several times in the past, we have to assume that the person carrying out all the above actions is no longer
Keshe himself, but a clone, a zombie, an AI, or a man in black.
Now seriously, what kind of government or individual would be interested in working with such a lunatic
“foundation”, in which the number of contradictions outnumbers the number of lies, and in which
aggressive rhetoric and brutality are the norm ?
After you answered this question, ask yourself if any such government would ever be interested in
stopping a technology that a) isn’t even new, b) does not have any of the powers that Keshe claimed, and
c) is certainly not important enough to justify the creation of a whole peace / free energy / second sun /
money making cult around it. Then you will finally realize that Keshe not only lied to the world, but even
to his own core team, to get them to support his nefarious plan. All the pre-emptive strikes of Keshe are
only designed to detract attention away from his own crimes.
So all in all, the Keshe Foundation HAS to be a hoax. Only brainwashed mind control victims would not see
that. At least Keshe’s brainwashing attempts were successful, but that is all that is needed to achieve world
domination. As Keshe has said in his workshops, the technology is only a decoy for people to accept the
NWO (“One nation, one planet, one insanity”)

In other words, the Keshe Fondation is an inKredible Krowdfunding Kampaign for aKumulated Kreation of
Korroded Kopper Koils, aka Koil-Funding (KF).
As Keshe would say: “Thank you very much for your time, your work, your money, your soul, and your
life. Whatever you have given me is lost, don’t ask for a refund.”
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Keshe’s Attacks On Me
Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, who pretended for years to be my friend and brother, attacked me many times in
several of his workshops.
When being made aware of it, some of his supporters defended him by saying “Just because Mr. Keshe
made a mistake, we cannot dismiss the technology. We have to forgive him.”
That is easy for them to say, because they are not affected. But if THEY had been attacked and slandered,
would they still have this opinion ? We also need to ask ourselves if it was really “a mistake”.
There is a saying:
“If it happens once, it is a mistake.
If it happens twice, it is stupidity.
If if happens three times, it is malicious intent.”
Well, Keshe attacked me not only three times, but dozens of times, even though I did nothing wrong, but
on the contrary, I co-founded the KF and supported him for 10 years to promote his ideas by writing his
three patent applications, helping in writing and illustrating his three books, making the first websites,
making various PDF’s, creating many Facebook groups, indeed I was the one who created credibility for
Keshe. The Keshe Foundation would not have the famous position it has today without my marketing
work.
Over the past months Keshe publicly accused me of being a secret Belgian government agent, a potential
killer, a pedophile, a terrorist, a thief, a money launderer and a drug trafficker. He accused me of blocking
his progress in Belgium, of planning his arrest in Canada, of blocking his online workshops, and he
suspected that I have an affair with a woman HE desired. He has been using the logo I created years ago,
and now he claims I stole the logo from him so I must pay.
Remarkable is that before his public attacks (which started in April/May 2015) on Livestream KFSSI
teachings, Keshe spoke very positive about me. In several Keshe workshops on Youtube you can see and
hear that for yourself.
Keshe’s attacks on me in person show his aggressive and hostile mindset towards me, which contradicts
the words of peace he uses as the Messiah God who was sent in 1958 to Earth. How can a real spiritual
higher being speak with false and deceiving words ? How can a real spiritual higher being collect money
by selling non-existing products ? How can a real spiritual higher being promise to heal sick people by
giving them false hope for recovery by selling them non-functioning health reactors ? How can a higher
spiritual being send out messages of hate ?
Keshe uses me as an imaginary enemy to create a hype around his technology, and threatens my life by

bringing up all his followers against me. And then he even has the nerve to claim that *I* am threatening
and intimidating people. I never threatened anyone, I only tell the truth about Keshe, and for that he calls
me a terrorist. He realized that it was a big mistake to falsely accuse me of so many things, and now he
does everything he condemns in other people to get out of this mess HE created himself. So the selfproclaimed Messiah uses incorrect methods to abuse people, and yet he calls himself correct.
If I had known how evil he is, I would never have gotten involved in the Keshe Foundation. He goes on and
on, slandering, blaming and accusing me and others during public broadcasts, and none of his followers
seems to notice or care. Do they support such behaviour ? If so, is this what Keshe wants to enforce as
“world peace” ?
And then Keshe says we are one nation, one family, one race. What a hypocrite.
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Quotes
“The problem with humans is that you have to live amongst them.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, Messiah and glorious saviour of humanity
“How do we dictate A NEW WORLD ORDER ?”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, 78th Knowledge Seekers Workshop
“There is no God, and there is no court.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, 104th Knowledge Seekers Workshop
“I’ve given you the worst nightmare you could have imagined. I got your soul, and I got your physicality.You
can hang yourself, I’ve given you the tool.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, 83rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop
“If anything happens to us, something strange will happen to you.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, 83rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop
“We destroy you if you don’t listen.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, 109th Knowledge Seekers Workshop
“I can strip every muscle from a man’s body while he’s still alive and use same technology to heal the most
horrendous diseases.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, 62nd Knowledge Seekers Workshop
“I have created you, and at my wish, I can end your life. You wished, and for years you asked for Messiah.
Here I am, standing in front of you.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, April 18, 2014
“Somebody called me I’m a satan. I am. Comes from what is Saturn, and what the Saturn means is

knowledge, I own the knowledge of the universe, it’s the stupidity of those who don’t understand it.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, November 24, 2015
“You don’t need to kill to create peace.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, 110th Knowledge Seekers Workshop
“Is there a need for ambassadors ? I’m much cleverer than you are.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, ambassadors meeting, October 16th, 2015
“When you open it, it’s nothing but a hollow box of plasma. Don’t get fooled by a box.”
“It hasn’t given you freedom, it enslaved you. It changes you to its power, not it to your power.”
“I have not given you freedom, I have enslaved you.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, ambassadors meeting part 2, October 17th, 2015
“I slept in more presidents’ beds than most of you have probably come to know.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, everyone’s favorite anti-establishment guy
“On October 21st we show you the flying car.”
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, summer 2015
“In the very very near future, in a matter of weeks, you have cars without engines.”
(and no word about the flying car)
– Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, October 20th 2015
Viewers comments during the ambassadors meeting in Rome, October 16th/17th 2015, taken from
Youtube live chat:
“Why is he talking about free energy when his unit needs to be plugged into the grid ?”
“Seems he wasn’t able to deliver today as promised, but instead of admitting that the production takes longer, he said
to ambassadors ‘we give you 10 days’ LOL!!!”
“Keshe = ANTICHRIST”
“Well enough for today. 2 years ago, Keshe=scam, 2 years from today, same.”
“Members of the Keshe Foundation shut up, or the boss will get mad.”
“He’s a very angry man.”
“Keshe = Einstein + Hitler”

“I wonder why this technology isnt being released today. Why wait again ?”
“At one point he said they would take down a satellite if his offer was not recived as intended”
“Keshe said he is expecting a very large series of earthquakes on the 17th of october, but nothing happened”
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Evidence of health practices
These old pages on the KF website state that the KF has developed apatented plasma reactor technology
to cure diseases (see also PDF’s nr. 7, 8 and 9 below):
Keshe Health Applications
Licensing and Patents
By doing so, the KF violates its own “correct” ethos which states that no patenting shall be done.
Furthermore they are claiming a patent for a non-granted patent application, which is forbidden by law,
so it’s a fraudulent crime.
Here are PDF’s of some of the webpages as an archive:
Diseases open for research
Prices
Requirements
New cancer research
Diseases
Other diseases
Patented plasma technology
Licensing and patents
Health applications of plasma reactors
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The Blueprint Drama
The following are quotes by Mehran Tavakoli Keshe. They might not be totally precise as some parts were
hard to understand, but their meaning has been preserved. Note the contradictions, and how Keshe’s
announcements change from day to day and from hour to hour. The green text is related to the delivery
of the power units. The red text is all the obvious stuff that should ring your internal alarm bell, provided
you are not brainwashed yet. And keep in mind this whole drama was announced as “Free energy in
exchange for world peace.”
Before October 16th 2015:
“On the 16th of October we deliver the system.”
On October 16th 2015, 3rd ambassadors meeting:
“We promised on the 26th we open the design.”
“In 10 days we will release the units and the blueprint.”
On October 20th 2015, 31st spanish-speaking workshop:
“Next week when we release the units, we willNOT give you the blueprint.”
Monday, October 26th 2015, 1st day of blueprint week:
“Tonight as of 12 o’clock the units will be delivered.”
“Next week we will have 10.000 units on the website ready to go. 2 years delivery time.”
“You can’t plug it in and say it will work.Believe you me, it will not work when you plug it in.”
“The units say USE AT YOUR OWN RISK”
“By Friday we need working systems that we can test.”
“If you make this and it was good, make a donation to the Keshe Foundation. So, we don’t ask you to pay
us.”
“As I said we open the blueprint. The blueprint means teaching everything step by step.”
“That’s the blueprint which we will only release to governments, and then we change the course.”
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